DOTNET PROJECTS

I. IEEE based IOT

2. Learning communities in social networks and their relationship with the MOOCs (IEEE 2017).

II. IEEE BASED CLOUD COMPUTING

III. IEEE BASED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

2. Efficient Clue-based Route Search on Road Networks (IEEE 2017).

IV. IEEE BASED BIG DATA

1. Query-Based Learning for Dynamic Particle Swarm Optimization (IEEE 2017).

V. IEEE BASED BIO MEDICAL


VI. IEEE BASED DATA MINING


VII. IEEE BASED IMAGE PROCESSING


VIII. IEEE BASED INFORMATION SECURITY


IX. IEEE BASED MOBILE APPLICATION

DOTNET Projects


X. IEEE BAESD NETWORK SECURITY

3. An adaptive tri-pixel unit stenography algorithm using the least two significant bits (IEEE 2017)

XI. IEEE BAESD NETWORK


XII. IEEE BAESD SECURE TRANSMISSION

XIII. IEEE BAESD VISUAL CRYPTOGRAPHY


XIV. IEEE BAESD WEB MINING

1. Image Re-ranking based on Topic Diversity (IEEE 2017)